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Abstract 

Firstly, the paper describes the basic principles of the traditional grid-connected 

inverter. Then the paper proposes the multi-functional grid-connected inverter, and by 

comparing these four aspects: DC voltage conversion, inverter circuit, filter networks 

and power devices show the difference between multi-functional grid-connected 

inverter and traditional grid-connected inverter. Finally, considering the need of 

micro-grid, the paper makes a review on multi-functional inverter’s applications in 

micro-grid from the function viewpoint. At the end of this paper, some possible future 

research directions about multi-functional grid-connected inverter are analyzed and 

discussed. 

 
Keywords: distributed generation, power quality micro-grid, multi-functional 

grid-connected inverter. 

 
1. Introduction 

With the continuous consumption of fossil energy, resulting in the energy crisis and 

environmental pollution problems growing, ‘green’ and ‘low carbon’ has become an 

urgent demand for the development of the power system [1]. So the new energy 

generation of represented by the wind and light has been increasingly favored by 

countries of the world, and distributed generation technologies have been developed 

and improved continuously [2-4]. Because the distributed generation system not only is 

an important link of renewable energy connected to the grid, but also improve the 

stability of the traditional power grid to a certain extent, in recent years it has been 

given more and more attention [5-6]. However, wind, solar and other renewable energy 

sources with the characteristic of intermittent and random are a kind of typical 

non-controllable source. How to make non-controllable renewable energy access to 

power grid preferably is a major research focus for a long time. In order to solve the 

problem, some scholars have proposed the concept of micro-grid [7]. Micro-grid as a 

local power supply system of integrating a variety of renewable energy, energy storage 

devices and loads has been extensively studied recently. 

Various renewable energy or energy storage systems generally require the inverter as 

grid-connected interface in distributed generation system and micro-grid [8-9]. 
However, making heavy use of power electronic devices just as the interface will bring 

a great challenge for the power quality of the distribution grid. In order to reduce the 

cost of distributed generation systems and power quality management, operation and 

maintenance costs, unit volume and improve the cost-effective of grid-connected 

inverter, some scholars have proposed a concept of multi-functional grid-connected 

inverter. 

The paper is in the context of micro-grid and makes a review on multi-functional 

inverter and its applications in micro-grid, which has great signification for alleviating 

enormous impact on the large number of distributed grid-connected unit to the power 

grid, improving the ability of distribution grid admission dispersed renewable energy, 
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and ensuring micro-grid security, reliable, efficient, economical operation. 

 
1. Grid-connected Inverter  
 
1.1. The Basic Principles of Grid-connected Inverter 

Inverter is a device of converting the direct current (DC) into alternating current 

(AC), which consists of an inverter bridge, control logic and filter circuit, and its core 

part is the pulse width modulation (PWM) integrated controller. Figure 1 show the 

distributed power grid-connected circuit diagram of containing grid-connected inverter 

[10]. Where DC is distributed power. The DC output of distributed power access to the 

DC input of grid-connected inverter, the DC / AC converter circuit convert DC into AC 

under the action of inverter, and then the AC access to the power grid through the 

inductor L and the grid switch S. 
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Figure 1. Distributed Power Grid-connected Circuit Diagram 

 
1.2. The System Model of Grid-connected Inverter 

The system control architecture is shown in Figure 2. Since the switch frequency 

(20kHz) is much higher than the power grid frequency and in order to conveniently 

analysis the impact of ignoring the switch operation on system, the PWM inverter unit 

is approximately seen as one link gain K. In the Figure 2, G (s) is the transfer function 

of the system controller [11]; R is the inductance’s equivalent series resistance;  is the 

grid voltage;  is the grid current reference signal which has the same frequency and 

phase as grid voltage. 
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Figure 2. Model of Grid-connected Inverter System 
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According to the system model we can get transfer function of grid-connected 

inverter output current [11]: 

                     (1) 

From the transfer function, we can know that grid-connected inverter output current 

is related to the reference current and grid voltage. 

 
2. Multi-functional Grid-connected Inverter 

The so-called multi-functional grid-connected inverter is a composite of many 

functions, such as: accomplishing the renewable energy or other micro power 

grid-connected, improving the power quality and so on [12]. The inverter equip with the 

same set of devices relative to multiple power electronic devices of functional 

separation, which can complete power quality adjustment and other additional features 

while grid-connected, thereby sharply reducing the investment and size of the system, 

particularly it is suitable for distribute power grid. 

Multi-functional inverter system block diagram is shown in Figure 3. From the 

device composition, the advanced grid-connected inverter is different from the 

traditional grid-connected inverter in converting the DC voltage link, the inverter circuit, 

filter networks and power devices. 

DC voltage

conversion link
DC/AC

Filter

network

Controller

 

Figure 3. Multi-functional Inverter System Block Diagram 

(1) From the point of view of DC voltage conversion 

Three kind of DC voltage conversion link are shown in Figure 4. The DC voltage 

conversion link of traditional grid-connected inverter is mainly the boost transform 

circuit, which boost the DC output voltage of distributed power to meet the 

grid-connected conditions. However, since the lifting-voltage of boost convertion 

circuit is limited, the DC voltage range of distributed power grid which is receptible for 

grid-connected inverter is generally narrow. In recent years, the high-gain DC voltage 

conversion circuit with a variety of lifting-voltage has been widely studied [13]. 
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Figure 4. Three Kind of DC Voltage Conversion Link 

Meanwhile, in order to eliminate that the potential leakage current of photovoltaic 

panels is harmful to personal safety [14], a number of DC voltage conversion link with 

high-frequency chain isolation are also noticed gradually [15]. 
In addition, in order to improve the flexibility and reliability of DC / AC conversion 

link, some advanced grid-inverter change the traditional voltage source converter mode 

and use a current source, Z source or quasi-Z-source converter structure [16]. 

(2) From the point of view of converter topology links 

In order to meet some special functions, current source and multi-level NPC (neutral 

point clamped, NPC) of converter topology also began to appear in small power 

grid-connected inverter. These topologies can improve the operating performance of 

grid-connected inverter [17-18]. It should be noted that with the advent of advanced 

IGBT module structures, such as multi-level RB-IGBT, the grid-connected inverter 

implementations become more flexible. 

In order to suppress the potential common mode voltage or differential mode voltage 

in the PV grid-connected inverter, the programs of high-frequency isolation on the DC 

side or low frequency isolation on the AC side the paper mentioned earlier are used, but 

the transformer in the programs will increase size and cost of system. In recent years, 

some new converter topologies begin to appear and lay a solid foundation for the 

non-isolated grid-connected inverter development [19]. Meanwhile, in order to ensure 

that renewable energy ang local storage unit connect grid, literature [20] found that 

some converter topology switch can be reused, so a kind of new converter topology 

with nine switch tubes appear. And in order to achieve the multi-level mode of 

grid-connected converter, literature [21] presented a kind of converter topology with 

single-phase converter multi-level which is achieved by the use of six switch tubes. 

(3) From the point of view of power electronic device material 

With the development of wide band gap material devices, such as SiC, power 

electronic devices with a smaller on-state resistance and higher switching speed will 

greatly improve the switching frequency and efficiency of grid-connected converter. 

The advanced grid-connected converter with small size, light weight and high 

efficiency will be provided a reliable protection [22-23]. 

From the point of view of power electronic device structure, the new Fuji Electric's 

RB-IGBT structure (or Simon Kang's T-NPC structure) can effectively reduce system 

losses, and improve the efficiency of three-level structure grid-connected inverter [24]. 

(4) The grid-connected inverter’s DC / AC conversion circuit transform DC voltage 

or current into switching pulses. In order to eliminate the impact of switching frequency 

harmonic voltage and current component on power grid in that process, in gengral, 

there is a passive low-pass filter network between inverter circuitIt and power grid. 
Common kind of filter network main types are: L type, LC type, LCL type and LCLL 

type [25] and these are shown in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Common Kind of Filter Network Main Types 

In general, the rate of high frequency attenuation of L-type filter is only 20 dB / dec. 

In order to obtain a good high frequency ripple current attenuation performance, the 

inductance values need to be enhanced and with the increase of the inductance values, 
the size and cost of the inductor will increase. So the LC and LCL type filter network 

structure was presented and their rate of high frequency attenuation is 40 dB / dec and 

60 dB / dec [26]. It should be noted that LC type filter network and the equivalent 

power system impedance (primarily inductance) together form an LCL filter structure. 

Obviously, the higher the rate of high-frequency attenuation is, the stronger the 

inhibition ability is to the ripple current. However, because the LCL filter model which 

has three storage elements is a third-order dynamic response equation and there is a 

natural resonance point, grid-connected inverter stability and control will be brought 

great difficulty [27]. On the one hand, we can increase the passive damping resistance 

to damped harmonic component in the filter capacitor branch, but the efficiency of the 

system will be reduce due to existing resistance [28]. While some improved LCL filter 

passive damper method with resonance bypass can reduce the loss of damping resistor 

to some extent, the complexity of the system will be increased [29]. Therefore, the 

active damping program of basing on control has been widely studied [30]. On the other 

hand, we can enhance LCL filter grid-connected inverter control performance by the 

use of some special control strategies, such as: weighted current feedback control [31], 

multi-loop feedback control [32], the pole-zero configuration control [33], the 

optimization control of basing on state-space [34] and so on. In order to get the better 

filtering performance and reduce system size, literature [35] proposed the concept of 

LCL filter integrated magnetic. Moreover, in order to further improve the high 

frequency attenuation characteristics of system, recently there have been LLCL type 

filter grid-connected inverters [36]. 

 
3. Application of Multi-functional Grid-connected Inverter in 
Microgrid 

With the grid-connected operation of the distributed generation system, 

grid-connected inverter has become the essential equipment in Microgrid. Due to the 

rapid development of power electronics technology, the multi-functional grid-connected 

inverter is more prominent, flexible and diversified. The application of multi-functional 

grid-connected inverter in Microgrid is mainly reflected in the following five aspects. 

 
3.1. Scheduling Aspects 

In the context of renewable energy dispersive access, State Grid requires that a single 

station access capacity of distributed power is not greater than 6 MW and that 

distributed power can access 10 kV and the following distribution network [37]. 
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However, due to the large number of distributed grid-connected units in the distribution 

grid, the centralized communication scheduling of the distributed grid-connected units 

is very difficult. In order to solve this kind of problem, literature [38] proposed the 

concept of network control, but control network is still difficult to meet the unified 

management and scheduling of distributed generation and the burden of the central 

controller will increased dramatically. At the same time, the network control delay, 

packet loss and other issues make the reliability of network control reduce. Therefore, 

the best strategy is the distributed autonomous operation control strategy which is 

proposed by the literature [39] in the face of the problem of large scale decentralized 

grid connected units. The kind of control strategy is mainly based on grid-connected 

inverte to simulate the traditional generator. Since this kind of control method does not 

require distal or other grid-connected unit information, namely, making adjustment on 

the basis of the state of the power grid, the distributed grid-connected unit can 

participate in power grid regulation independently and autonomously. 

 
3.2. Improving the Power Quality 

The distributed grid-connected power generation system is often applied to the weak 

power grid terminals.The reactive power and harmonic wave have the most serious 

impact on the power quality in the weak power grid terminals, especially the 

three-phase voltage unbalance is the typical characteristic of the distribution network. In 

order to ensure that the grid-connected inverter continuously operate under unbalanced 

grid voltage, harmonics and other non ideal conditions, in recent years, the research on 

grid-connected inverter balanced or unbalanced voltage sag and voltage harmonics 

through research ability has been noticed widely [40-41]. Literature [42] just put 

forward the control strategy that within the distribution network is fitted with an active 

or passive filter. 

 In General, the passive filtering device structure is simple, low cost, high reliability, 

however, due to active power quality control devices more flexible and higher 

performance of operation, it has been increasing used in recent years. It is worth noting 

that, on the one hand, the grid-connected inverter has the same converter-topology with 

active power filter (APF), dynamic voltage regulator (DVR) and so on, that is the 

grid-connected inverters with the potential of control access point power quality. On the 

other hand, due to the wind, photovoltaic randomness, volatility and uncontrollable 

make that the wind turbine and photovoltaic cell output can't possibly be in full state, 

and comparing with the installed wind turbines or solar battery capacity, the installation 

capacity of grid-connected inverter exists in a certain margin. So the grid-connected 

inverter has the ability to tackle the power quality of access point. The concept of 

multi-functional grid-connected inverter of integrating renewable grid-connection and 

power quality management has been noticed widely [43]. A typical multi-functional 

grid-connected inverter block diagram is shown in Figure 5. Because this kind of 

grid-connected inverters have numerous functions, such as: without introducing 

additional power quality control devices, it can improve power quality of distribution 

network, the investment cost, volume and costs of operation and maintenance of the 

system will be decreased and the reliability of the system will be improved [44]. 

Literature [45] verified that multi-functional grid-connected inverter can compensate 

the reactive power, harmonic and unbalanced currents in the access point and provide 

necessary active and reactive power support to the distribution network [46], and apply 

to control the power quality and optimize the compensation in the micro-grid. Literature 

[47] studied the control strategy of sharing the harmonic and the reactive current among 

the multi-functional grid-connected inverters. 
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3.3 Power Grid Impedance Detection 

Power grid impedance has a greater impact on power quality of grid-connected 

current of the grid-connected inverter. The larger the system impedance is, the greater 

the influence is on the grid-connected inverter stability, the more serious the 

deterioration is in the power quality [48]. In addition, a large number of studies have 

shown that mismatch of the system impedance network may cause system of 

series-parallel resonant to lead grid-connected inverter to trip and endanger the power 

system stable operation after large-scale distributed renewable energy accessing to the 

distribution network through the grid-connected inverter [49]. Therefore, the system 

impedance has important significance for the distributed renewable energy 

grid-connected unit. Some grid-connected technical standards from the Europe and 

Germany clearly demanded that the grid-connected inverter should check the system 

impedance and can halt work or convert into the islands operation pattern when the 

impedance of the system change dramatically [50-51]. Thus it can be seen that the 

detection of the system impedance should also become an important part of the 

distributed grid-connected power generation unit. 

Generally, the detection method of the system impedance can be divided into two 

categories: measurement method and estimation method. In the method of measurement, 

the impedance of the system is directly measured by the additional measuring device 

[52], and the method is simple and feasible, but additional hardware input will be 

introduced. Instead, the estimation rule directly uses the digital controller of the grid 

connected inverter to accomplish the detection of the system impedance, and this 

method is divided into active and passive [50]. 

 
3.4 Impedance Remodeling 

Analysis shows that the impedance of the system has important effects on the 

operation of grid-connected inverters, and there are also some methods can effectively 

detect the impedance of the system size. However, in order to improve the system 

impedance, in particular, provide the system the necessary damping and curb the 

possible series-parallel resonance phenomenon risk need to reshape the system 

impedance [53]. That is that changing the characteristics of the grid-connected inverter 

makes grid-connected inverter show more the resistance and provide power grid with 

complex inductive and capacitive element more damping.  

In General, grid-connected inverter and system lines present perceptual, but filter 

capacitor present capacitance. When the resistive component of the damping of the 

system is lacking, series-parallel resonance will be formed easily in between these 

inductors and capacitors. Through grid-connected inverter system with the necessary 

resistive components can be effectively suppressed a series-parallel resonant. This is the 

concept of impedance remodeling. 

 
3.5 The Island and Grid-connected Dual Mode Operation of Grid Connected 

Inverter 

 In terms of the dual-mode operation of island and grid-connected of grid connected 

inverter, in order to improve the efficiency and flexibility of the distributed 

grid-connected renewable energy, a growing number of grid-connected inverters with 

island and grid-connected dual mode operation capability is required [54-55]. In the 

normal operation mode of the power grid, grid-connected inverter is in grid-connected 

operation state; when the failure occurs, islands of grid-connected inverters should be 

able to run to provide local critical loads with high quality power supply. This is the 

concept of dual mode operation of the grid-connected inverter. In order to guarantee the 
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uninterrupted power supply to the local critical loads in the process of switching the 

operation mode, grid-connected inverter with seamless handover technology is very 

necessary between the different operation modes. Literature [56-58] studied that kind of 

problems. 

 
4. Analysis and Prospect  

 Above all, the advanced multi-functional grid-connected inverter which is fit for 

connecting the power grid is in the foundation of traditional inverter basic framework 

and through modifying its system hardware and software, so that their structure is more 

optimized; function is more diverse and performance is improved. However, from the 

point of view of large-scale distributed renewable energy dispersion access, the 

hardware transformation may require more technical, economic investment and a longer 

development cycle. If by remoulding the traditional grid-connected inverter in the 

software makes it adapt and actively improve the distribution grid complex operating 

environment, the investment costs will be greatly reduced. Thus, it can not only reduce 

the impact of the grid connected inverter to the distribution network, but also improve 

the acceptance ability of the distribution network to the decentralized renewable power. 

Based on the above analysis, it can be found that a perfect multi-functional 

grid-connected inverter can be equipped with powerful advanced control strategy in the 

foundation of traditional hardware circuit frame. These strategies include: advanced 

digital phase lock technique and parallel / off network operation mode seamless 

switching technology, including virtual synchronous generator technology, system 

impedance on-line identification and islanding protection technology, harmonic and 

reactive current compensation, low voltage / harmonic voltage across technologies, 

system impedance remodeling technique, a series of software control module, as shown 

in Figure 6 [59]. 

 

 

Figure 6. Frame of an Advanced Grid-tied Inverter 

5. Conclusion 

In recent years, with the further study on distributed generation and micro-grid 

technology, grid-connected inverter as one of the key components have also been paid 

close extensive attention. In order to enhance the cost-effective of grid-connected 

inverter and improve the power quality of distributed generation system, a new research 

field with the grid-connected inverter of complex function has been proposed. Based on 

the features of multiple functions, multi-functional grid-connected inverter has been 

widely used in the distributed generation system. For the multi-functional 
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grid-connected inverter, the paper reviewes the multi-functional inverter and its 

application in the micro-grid from the point of view of hardware device and multi 

function and expounds that the function is applied in the five respects that is the system 

planning and scheduling, improve the power quality, system impedance detection and 

impedance remodeling, micro-grid dual-mode operation. Finally, the paper discusses 

simply some measures to multi-functional grid-connected inverter, such as how to 

reduce the impact of large-scale renewable energy distributed connecting the power grid 

on distribution network, how to improve the capacity of distribution network accepting 

the decentralized renewable energy, and also analyzes simply the advanced 

multi-functional grid-connected converter should be equiped the control function and 

control strategy. These will have a certain guiding significance to the development and 

research of the multi-functional grid-connected converter in the future. 
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